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TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD

Committee On Educational
Purpose Releases Report
Group Decides College Need Not Have
Special Purpose, Urges Flexibility

Michael Jimenez (left) and David Green, members of the Academic
Standing and Discipline Committee elected at Sunday's Senate meeting.
The third member, Peter Crawford, is absent.
(Peter Dei/ine;

Senate Grading Review
Committee Established
. by Brthard Klibaner

Glenn M. Kenney '72 asked
The Senate voted to appoint
five students to form the "nucleus" Fuller "if the students were polled
of a Grading Review Committee and and said that they didn't like the
elected three students to serve on curriculum and would like to have
the faculty-student curriculum a say in it, would the faculty, the
committee, in its regular meeting administration, and the trustees
Sunday night. The three students allow us to have a say in it or
elected were Michael F. Jimenez would they say 'too bad'?"
'70, David W. Green '71, and Peter "I think they would more or less
consider it water over the dam,"
Crawford '72.
The establishment of a Grading Fuller stated.
Review Committee, described by
John Osier '70 as "jumping the
gun on the committee on committees in order to insure equal student representation," was taken
in response to a proposal contained in the Curriculum Revision
Report approved by the faculty.
The curriculum report directs
that "an AD HOC faculty-student
committee on grading be established to study and review all
matters that pertain to grades and
grading systems," but does not
This year's first Mead Lecture
provide for the number of students
and faculty members to be ap- in History was delivered last
pointed. The Senate motion Thursday evening by Dr. George A.
requests "that the faculty Com- Shepperson, a world renowned
mittee on Committees select five authority on the history of Africa,
faculty members to join the five slavery, and the development of
student members of the committee racism. Speaking on the topic
in the deliberations on grades." "American Contributions to African Nationalism," Shepperson outProfessor of physics Dr. Robert lined the influence that American
Lindsay and Professor of math- political philosophy has had on both
ematics Dr. Robert C. Stewart, black African and white South Afrimembers of the Curriculum Revi- can nationalism.
Two American documents widely
sion Committee, and Dean Robert
Fuller, were questioned con- quoted by African leaders, he
cerning the method by which the Stated, are the Declaration of Innew curriculum had been adopted. dependence and the Constitution.
William H. Reynolds '71 expressed Many African leaders are known to
the opinion of a number of senators favor a kind, of Hamiltonian
commenting that since "the cur- federalism for their nations, Shepriculum affects both the faculty person explained, thus making the
and the student body, the student Federalist Papers almost equally
body should have a vote on the new popular. It is, he added, somewhat
paradoxical that the Union of South
curriculum."
In response to a question by Africa as well as many militant
Fuller concerning the best method African states, such as Tanzania,
for approving future proposals, are modeled on American fedOsier commented that "it is not eralism.
so much a case of one man, one Shepperson divided American
vote as a matter of constituencies." Negro contributions to Africa into
He stated that the students as a three areas: education, religion,
group presently did not have "a and pan Africanism. He noted that
definite power base or a say in since the nineteenth century, Afriwhat is done" at the College. cans have been coming to the United

by Jeff Bahrenburg
In anticipation of the meeting some particular concern, such as
of the Overall Committee of the the problems of urban life, the
Long-Range Planning Committee Committee stressed that "no such
to be held February 28, tie final orientation should be determined
report of the Sub-Committee on in advance so as to restrict the posEducational Purpose was recently sibilities of fulfilling the purpose
of education."
released.
The report recognizes the fact
Stating that the liberal arts college is "precisely an educational that the liberal arts college such
institution which need NOT be de- as this may well be the closest
voted to any special purpose," the thing in our society to "pockets
five-page report articulates what of contained anarchy." It firmly
it terms some of the "basic concludes, however, that colleges
themes which are currently em- like Trinity constitute an invalubodied in the variety of projects, able challenge to our society*
programs and practices within the
The Committee reports that with
College."
the flexibility of the proposed curThe report asserts that there riculum, the members of the Colis "no end to the purposes, both
utilitarian and intrinsic, to which
a liberal arts education may contribute." According to the Committee the substance ol' the College's underlying educational
purposes lies within its multifarious on-going activities. "What is
peculiar and striking about a colThe College's decision to admit
lege of Trinity's ilk is precisely
that it is the amalgam of these women next fall has met with a
projects and activities at any one terrific response stated Director
time which constitutes its 'pur- of Admissions W. Howie Muir in a
pose', i.e., its fulfillment of some TRIPOD interview, Thursday.
Muir termed the 100 freshmen
broad educational philosophy," the
report adds. While pointing out that applications and 50 transfer appliit is possible that, because of some cations currently received from
"extraordinary convergence" of women "worthless statistics." "Six
interest, the College might tem- hundred women," he stated, "have
porarily be totally oriented toward application forms and are busy
filling them out or not filling them
out. He pointed out that the late
deadlines for applications, May 1
for freshmen and Agust 15 for
transfers, made it impossible to
determine how many applications
would be received.
"The response has been terrific," Muir stated. "We've seen
some excellent kids and have been
impressed with the academic quality of the girls. It's hard to evaluate
girls after so many years with
men."
Admissions Director added
States to receive an education. thatThe
they1 would be interviewing apThree present day rulers or ex- plicants
"around the clock" through
rulers cited as being in this cate- next month.
He indicated that the
gory include Hastings Banda of admissions office would be busy
Malawi, Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, all next summer with the female
and Ojukioa of Nigeria. These, and applications. Muir stated that they
other students, have historically were looking for maturity. "We
been aided by various Negro won't take girls just because
Baptist groups in America and they're" git'ls. They have to be equal
many have studied at such Negro to the average male freshman,"
institutions as Gammon and the he stated. "We're not after 125 Phi
Virginia Theological Seminary, Beta Kappa's, but 125solid-people,"
added Shepperson.
added Muir.
""••....,,
The pan African movement he
According to Muir more freshcontinued, has also received a pow- men than transfers would be taken
erful impetus from American Ne- because it's more difficult to get
groes. The name of W, E. B. Du transfers. " Girls going pntocolBois is associated, said the lege for the first time," he stated,
professor, with numerous pan "are easier to approach."
African conferences which took
Muir noted that the girls would
place in the early twentieth cen- be almost entirely from the East.
tury. It was DuBois, stated Dr. He stated that schools were notiShepperson, who provoked a pro- fied only in New England, New
found interest in African history York, New Jersey and Pennsyland culture. Other figures he re- vania. According to Muir, 60 to 75
marked, include the American na- freshmen and 40 to 50 transfers
tionalist Seme whose speech at will be accepted. • .
Columbia University in 1906 so The Director of Admissions
impressed Kwame Nkrumah, that added
that there were 200 more
he' quoted it in Ml in a speech male applicants
this year for a
which he delivered in 1962, laying total
of
1700
applications.
"It's a
special stress on the passage good sign," he stated, "since
applications have been declining for.
(Continued on page 4)
three years."

Mead Lecturer Accounts
For African Nationalism

American Political Thought
Seen asPowerful Influence

lege will address themselves to
new problems and concerns as well
as matters of continuing interest
and importance. The need, then,
they assert, "is to recruit and r e tain a lively and concerned and
intelligent faculty committed to
the wise fulfillment of both the
immediate and long-range wants
and needs of students (lively and
concerned and intelligent.)"
The specific characteristic
themes of education at the College
as set forth are as follows:
1) "The selection of a student's academic program is
(Continued on page 3)

Muir Encouraged
By Coed Response
Muir. expects the Class of '73 to
number about 375 students of which
75 might be women. "What the girls
do determines what boys we'll be
taking," he stated.
Though the Director had no
figures on the number of black
applicants, he expected the number
to be greater than last year. "Our
objective Is to end up with more
blacks," he stated, "but it depends
on how many apply, their qualifications and where else they apply."

Restructured
Senate Asked
For Williams
The Williams college honor
society, Gargoyle, released a
report last week proposing the formation
of a student-faculty
Academic Senate to replace the
present committee system. As reported in The Williams RECORD, :•
the report recommended the formation of a junior faculty association and the addition of two students and two faculty members to
the Trustee Board.
The proposed Senate would serve
as a "deliberative and adjudicative
bedy." The Senate would be composeciTQf, 20 students and 20faculty
members, all elected for one-year
terms.

:

''"-••>......

.

••

The Gargoyle report proposed a
new committee system that would
be directly responsible to the Senate. Though the report supports the continuance of some all-faculty
committees, those to be composed
of faculty and students in tWs committee system are; The: Admissions Committee, The Discipline Honor-System Committee,
The Committee on Educational
Policy, and The Committee on Undergraduate Life. A student committee to advise the Committee oh
Appointments and Promotions
would be formed.
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'In Search of Shadow'
by Baird Hastings
It is generally accepted that the
works of Shakespeare may be considered and understood ina number
of different ways -- as literature,
as drama, as philosophy, as ethics,
for example. Themes from mythology and mythologically influenced
sources also enjoy this advantage.
Thus it is that the Strauss-Hofmannsthal DIE FRAU OHNE
SCHATTEN could mean almost
anything, symbolically. For its
creators, this opera set in the
South Seas meant the story of a
woman who was sterile -- but I
believe men are included in this
symbolic indictment of mankind.
Yet, to be effective as lyric
theatre, a work must involve its
audience with a sensitive story,
and so it is that the excellent
production at the Metropolitan
Opera has concentrated on making
the narrative elements stand out
in a presentation which rivals any
I have ever seen in this country.
Since our search for a shadow
is at best an elusive subject, it
seems altogether appropriate to
approach our quest obliquely; as
I was witnessing this revival of a
work premiered a half century
ago, I could not help thinking of
two other extraordinary operas.
One was composed less than a
decade after DIE FRAU OHNE
SCHATTEN, by Giacomo Puccini
who based his Italian TURANDOT
on a tale by the eighteenth century
playwright, Gozzi. (As Puccini left
the final scene unfinished it was
completed by Alfano and premiered
under Toscanini after his death.)
The other work which came to mind
was an Italianate-Germanic (Austrian) singspiel by Mozart and
Schikaneder - DIE ZAUBERFLUTE, premiered only a few
months before Mozart's untimely
death in 1791, and a source of
wonder to Goethe, Winter, Walter, and countless others ever
since. Now these three operas are
all "fairy tales" dealing with real
people looking for ideals. While
some might object that the r e spective casts of characters do
not name "real people" I believe
that seeing the operas, or even
reading the stories, is sufficient
to convince one that the creators
are in fact dealing with real peo-

ple. This, purely and simply, is
the reason these operas are so
well loved.
In the case of DIE FRAU OHNE
SCHATTEN, the Empress (assisted by her Nurse) actually is
looking for her shadow to give her
immortality through the as yet
unborn children she has been unable, to give her husband, and in
the process to save her husband
from turning to stone.
In the case of Puccini's Princess, the heroine is looking for
love — which only the Unknown
Prince can give her, and which
in its intensity scares her.
In the case of Mozart's hero,
Prince Tamino, the search is for
truth and a loving lifelong companion.
Each of these operas ends in a
successful denouement. In each
case the protagonist on trial finds
himself -- he passes his ordeal —
not because he or she is a noble
body, but rather because he is a
noble soul.
Appreciating these "real-nonreal" realtionships helps us under-''
stand and savor fully the almost
infinite delights of the current
production at the Metropolitan -designed by Robert O'llearn to take
full advantage of the marvelously
flexible stage -- directed by
Nathaniel Merrill to bring out the
characteristic humanity of every
single character -- conducted by
Karl • Bohm (the greatest living
interpreter of the works of Richard
Strauss) to bring out the soaringmelodic lines to the advantage of
the all-star cast, each member of
which performs
magnificently
within the frame so well conceived.
To speak briefly of the principal
singers in the order of their
appearance — Irene Dalis, as
NURSE, (also an excellent Kundry,
Isolde, Eboli, Amneris) is singing
better than at any previous time.
James King, as EMPEROR, may
well be a true Heldentenor — and
•we do need one; since Lauritz
Melchior there have been none,
and before him there were not
very many; in addition King looks
handsome and acts appropriately.
For Leonle Rysanek, as EMPRESS,
' (Continued on page 3)

Athenum Reopens After
Rennovation and Expansion
by Peter Devine

Just because it is difficult, if
not impossible, to see more than
one decent movie atatime in Hartford, that does not mean that we
are living in a total cultural
vacuum. With the reopening of
the Wadsworth Atheneum last
week, we have in our midst the
oldest free public art museum in
the country and one of the best in
the world.
The Atheneum was founded in
1842 by Daniel Wadsworth and at
the time displayed largely Hudson
River landscapes and scenes from
the American Revolution. It was
not until 1844 however, that the
Atheneum became a free and public museum, when the charge of
twenty-five cents was dropped.
The original Gothic Revival castle was added to in 1906 when the
Colt Memorial wing was given in
memory of Samuel Colt. In 1910
and 1932, two more memorial wings
were added; one in honor of Junius
Spencer Morgan by J. P. Morgan
Sr. and one in memory of Samuel
Putnam Avery, a Hartford collector and patron.
With the newly constructed
James Lippincott Goodwin Building (the same J. L. Goodwin for
whom Goodwin Theatre was
named), the number of galleries
has been increased to fifteen eoncontinued on page 3)

Frumunda

Epitaph for a Blues Singer
by D.J. Reilert •

They found Skit dead yesterday,
sitting on the, same porch he'd
occupied since he was relocated
out of
the city by a federal
project. The folk in town got up
a collection for his funeral; even
the whites, who had quietly tried
to ignore him while he was alive,
added a bit to the defrayment in
the hands of John G., the local
two-faced civic leader.
He had grown up on the Delta,
where he was left fatherless at
birth. His mama died when he
was eight. Sent to live with his

Free Chamber Recital At College
On Sunday afternoon March'9 at
2:30 p.m. The Department of Fine
Arts of the College will present
a recital by two young musicians Paula Sylvester
and Samuel
Sanders - both prizewinners. Held
in the Goodwin Theatre of the
Austin Arts Center, this concert
(the fifth of six events in this
year's series) is offered with the
assistance of•'the National Arts
Foundation.
Miss Sylvester student of
soloist with such famous musicians as Newell Jenkins, Jorge
Mester, and Anthony Newman is
a flutist with an enviable reputation at the age of 25. She has
a repertoire ranging from Telemann, Bach, Mozart, Schubert, to
Debussy,
Prokofieff, Dutilleux.
It may be noted that tins beauteous
musician, who plays a Powell flute,
is married, to a young cellist
whose recent New York appearances also earned critical
praise;

Miss Paula Sylvester, will qive a recital at the Collnqf on Much
free tickets are available in the Austin Arts Center.

"Return from the Temple" by Peter Paul Rubens, one famous work in
the large collection of Baroque and Rococo paintings located in
Hartford's Wadsworth Atheneum.
(Wadsworth Atheneum)

On the program for March 9
at the College are compositions
by Georges Hue, Philippe Gaubert, Vincent Persichetti, Francis
Poulenc - all important French
and American composers of this
century. Tickets free to the College community are available at
the Austin Arts Center, from the
Music Secretary, until March 7.

drunken, crazed uncle, he ran
away from "home", winding up
with his maternal grandparents.
Grandpa had two axes in the corner;
one had a handle, the other nine
strings. Little Skip lazed afternoons away (he worked mornings,
wasn't allowed in the region's
schools because of his culah) by
playing songs he had learned at
work and from his grandfather.
At fifteen, he got it into his
head to learn something, and
enrolled in a correspondence
course in the area. He worked,
too, but somehow managed to keep
playing the guitar. A few years
passed, and he got a job in what
would become the Dust Bowl. When
it all happened, he wondered around
lost with dozens of other farmers,
waiting for something to happen,
too ambitious and hurt to go home.
He wrote letters to his relatives,
telling them that he had somehow
gotten out of the Bowl without
losing too badly, that he'd gotten
jobs here and there, and'that was
sure a lot better off than most.
But, as he went to bed night
after night on an empty belly, he
grabbed the old guitar from its
worn sack and moaned the blues
of his days. He sang of his lost
jobs, his loneliness, his lack of
a woman. When he finally found
one, he " gave her everything ah
ever had" and tried to build something solid after twenty-five years
of chaos.
The outcome's an old song.
Years later, after having lived in
the city for thirty years, he retired back to his small town, and
sang timeless songs to unchanging .people. They loved him, because he was beautiful and innocent, sang songs to make the
lily-white towns-daughters weep,
the old men reflect in their .accustomed limited way, and supplied
what every small town needed...
When the turbulent sixties came,
his songs lost some of their serenity. Though he still sang of this
or that woman or job, the Man
began to creep into his stories,
and the younger people of both
races made him a symbol of exploitation. His case wasn't at all
unique; but it filled a need to, on
one hand, say that it was in its

immediate context, but representative of thousnads upon thousands
of similar stories around the
country.
With his new importance, he got
more praise but less help. Enthusiasts hardly had the money to
give him a steady job. The oldtimers resented his popularity and
what he stood for (although he
really wanted no part of that...he
just went along with the tide). So
there were few odd jobs, and
fewer friendly peers. He felt kindly,
toward the younger ones, but they
had nothing in common with him...
talking with him brought out the
confusion . in his mind as to just
why they followed him. "They jes'
dunno what we'all gone through,, but
they b'lieye they do anyways..."
Old Skip got more and more
lonely, more and more feared and
suspected by the townies, more
and more honored by the young.
He finally died in utter poverty
and heartbreak a few months ago,
sitting on the porch, of his rundown house, the one which once
stood proud "befo' dem darkies
moved in". Before the bigots in
town were challenged to pass a test
of understanding and decency. They
failed, and his guitar, sitting in
its ironic place of honor in the
village hall, is his only testament.
Now everyone says that's too bad,
goes home, and watches a racial
documentary on CBS. Then they
gather in, the stores the next morning and my oh my at them troubles
in those big, bad cities.
Go to heir if you don't think
blues are honest.

115 asylum street
M N K ' d l ' .'.MKKIC.VK H N K Sl
OK MONDAY
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Committee Examines
Educational Purposes

Chapel Decorations 'Contemporized'

It was urged that, while the
(Continued from page 1)
College should continue to emthe outcome of anintereaction
phasize undergraduate education,
between the particular stuthe graduate evening and summer
dent, the particular instrucschool programs should be used as
tor and the curriculum, but
a means to meet the educational
the student himself is ultineeds of the community where "apmately responsible for the depropriate and feasible." The comtermination of his academic
mittee agreed that Trinity should
program. Thus he is given
not try to become a university
extensive opportunity to exwith many specialized schools.
plore the breadth and depth of
Though it was reported that queshis intellectural interest."
tions had been raised concerning
2) "The growth of each person
the possible adverse effect of the
as an individual with a set of
Graduate School on the goals in
unique qualities will be fosundergarduate education, the r e tered. It is expected that
port declared that "the opportunity
through first hand contact with . for the faculty to teach and underthe major problems challenggraduates to take, graduate
ing the community, nation and
courses, is of some benefit. It
world this individuality will be
was also pointed out that the sumaccompanied by a knowledgemer and evening school programs
able concern for the state of
do meet professionally related
needs of members of the communall humanity."
ity.
3) "The education will develop
in the student an enthusiasm
Another consideration was the
for learning and a confidence
educating for graduate or profesin his own capabilities which
sional schools. It was recognized
will support him in the acquithat the structuring of departsition of such new compemental majors with graduate
tences as may be demanded by
school requirements specifically
rapid technological and social
in mind might promote an adverse
change."
attitude towards learning. The r e The remainder of the report port therefore stated that "the enBilly-clubs, bayonets, crown of thorns./ Where is the dream, the face, the voice./ the friendly deed?
dealt with eight supportive and sup- vironment of the. curriculum"
- T . M. Mauch
plementary considerations.
should be constructed so that the '
The report confirms the belief student "could exercise the option
Westminster Abbey in England, To perience, and, in this, the ChrisIn the Trinity Chapel the tradithat the College should make use of to prepare himself for further eduthe left are crossed rifles fixed tian finds the victory and the power
its urban setting as a teaching lab- cation or to complete a terminal tional banners for the Lenten seawith bayonets surrounded by the
of love of Easter. To consider the
oratory. It was stressed, however, undergraduate education without son of crossed spears and whips
four symbols of familiar draftcross of Jesus of Nazareth, King
that focusing the efforts of the Col- being subject to undue pressures have been replaced with sackcloth
board classifications, IA, IIS, IVF, of the Jews, is to be called to
banners of crossed guns and billylege very strongly on a particular either way.
and CO. On the other side is a see more clearly the crosses of
theme might commit the instituThe committee urged the pro- clubs, symbolizing the suffering in
banner of crossed night sticks with our own times. The ambivalences
tion to the extent that the flexi- motion of inter-institutional co- the modern world.
the four cities, Chicago, Watts,
Oridinarily during Lent the
of war, the national interest, law
bility necessary to meet future operation aimed at an exchange of
Selma, and Detroit, represented and order, and social progress
challenges would be inhibited. The both students and teachers. The Episcopal Church simplifies the
to exemplify our riot torn society.
meet in crosses of hate and death.
report thus concludes that policies report expressed the belief that alter by substituting ornate hangChaplan and Assistant Professor
to implement the student's con- such exchange programs would ings with sackcloth. Students at the
of Religion Alan C. Tull issued We do not have to go back to
tact with the main problems facing serve markedly to strengthen the College have contemporized the
a statement commenting on the Jerusalem and Gethsemane to disdecorations to represent "the
society "should be developed so as undergraduate program.
banners:
cover despair and death. These
realities of our cities, of ourdraft
not to limit the flexibility
The final consideration of the
"*•• The cross of Jesus of Nazareth are the realities of our cities, of
necessary to meeting other new report concerned the role of the boards and of our world."
draft boards and o£ our world.
challenges as they arise in the sciences at the College. The com- The center banner, displaying a , is remembered by the Christian our
cross with the.. crown of thorns
community as an event of deso- The Christian contention is that
future.
mittee ' asserted that it would be
to view these with the cross of
lation and death. It is also rememCommenting on the kind of "contrary to the themes of a li- and bearing the letters I N R I
Jesus of Nazareth is to find both
bered
and
celebrated
as
God's
(Jesus
of
Nazareth,
King
of
the
faculty needed, the report stated beral arts education at Trinity"
courage and hope.
plumbing the depths of human exthat teachers "should be distin- to reduce the present science . Jews) is copied from the alter at
guished by their skill in communi- programs.
cating their subjects, in arousing
(Continued from page 2)
an enthusiasm for learning among
their students, and in presenting a
we can only say that with Senta,
was absolute; her big moment in
broad perspective as they relate
Chrystostemis, and Lady Macbeth,
the penultimate scene offers one
other fields of knowledge to their
this is It; Madame Rysanek has a
of the transfigurations in opera.
own." The committed thereofre
voice which soars, and cuts, and
Christa Ludwigwe have loved since
urged "the preservation and re"Where the girls are" next iii the uncompleted Ferris Athletic her control of it on this occasion
we first
heard her unique
inforcement of a faculty dedicated semester
will be South Campus B, Center. He went on to say that the
Cherubinp in Vienna in 1956. Her
to providing effective learning exrevealed Assistant Dean of Com- girls will be given their own locker
performance as Barak's wife is
periences for students."
munity Life Leonard R. Tomat in section and area for physical eduimpeccable, dramatically and voThe report cited several curri- a recent TRIPOD interview.
cation classes.
cally — as is that of her husband
culum proposals that had arose
Tomat said that "nothing drasDean Tomat also revealed that
(in real life as in this opera),
during the committee's discussion. tic" is necessary for the accomo- there are no plans for having
Walter Berry. The cast is the
These proposals included: "design dation of the co-eds next semester. house mothers at South Campus.
finest one can assemble today,
courses which more readily match The South Campus dormitories He said that a system of resident
Wednesday, February 26, 1969
student interests; open up more were designed for the purpose of advisers
and
equal to any I know of. In
would probably be
International Harvester Comareas of concentration beyond nar- accomodating
addition, the performance of such
women he com- adopted.
pany, Boardman Hall, Carrow departmental lines; consider mented. In the past, South Campus
invaluable veterans as the truly
When asked whether the Colrel 1
even discontinuing the major."
versatile Paul Pranke (one of Barhas housed women in the Col- lege would be able to handle the
Landon School,
Bethesda,
Here, once again, flexibility of
ak's brothers) reminds us once
lege's summer session.
approximately 300 new students
Maryland, Boardman Hall,
structure in both the curricular
more that great opera requires
The Assistant Dean said that which will arrive on campus in
Carrel 4
and organizational aspects was only minor changes are being made the next few years, Dean Tomat
more than, stars, more than proNew Jersey State Dept. of
stressed.
duction. It takes teamwork of the
felt that they could be accomoTransportation, Boardman
most intricate kind. It takes dedated with little trouble, His reaHali, Carrel 2
votion to theatre, music, and
sons
were
that
about
100
students
(Continued from page 2)
New York State School Dispoetry.
would be away on exchange and open
trict #2, Boardman Hall,
semester
programs
and
that
stuits
early
conservative
image
to
Opera may never be a truly
taining> a permanent collection of
Carrel 3
dents would be allowed to live off
become one of the most innovative
popular entertainment like certain
25,000 pieces.
campus.
sports, but as a glorious synthesis
Several outstanding donations bodies in the country. It was the
Thursday, February 27, 1969
first
U
S.
museum
or
gallery
to
of the arts it has its place.
are responsible for the world r e Brookfield,
Conn." Public
Envoi: Bravo, and may the
known of which the Atheneum is display the works of Pablo PicasSchools, Boardman Hall,
Shadow live forever!
rightfully proud. Among these is so and in the same year of 1934
Carrel 3
Ridgefield, Conn.,
J. P. Morgan's collection of Ger- presented the premiere perPublic
man and French porcelain and a formance of Gertrude Stein and
Schools, Boardman Hall,
set of priceless Greek, Roman, Virgil Thomson's opera "Four
Carrel 1
and Early Christian bronzes, which Saints in Three Acts." They also
premiered
George
Balanchine's
were donated in 1917 by his son.
Friday, February 28, 1969
It was through the efforts of A. American Ballet.
T©
The Atheneum's present diEverett Austin (of Austin Arts
Bassick Company, Boardman
rector
James
Elliott,
is
making
POSTER
SIZE
Center) as director of the museum
Hall, Carrel 2
from 1927 through 1945 that The every effort to reach the culturally
Franklin
Thomas Bachus
2 ft. x 3 ft.
S.»J any
M>U «fd WkH» or Color fkoto
Atheneum built one of the world's dlsadvantaged and make the WadsSchool of Law at C. W.
(to™ I 1 ; 1 • 2'V lo I > 10.W. .iH wnrf yo«i a
best collections of Italian Baroque worth Atheneum a museum for
Post University, Senate
JO..}
ft. ILO-UP . . . ft.rf.cl POPART
POSTIR.
and Rococo paintings, a large part everyone.
Room
A $25
The galleries are open Tuesday
of the group a, gift of the estate
value for
of Frank C, Sumner, one-time through Sunday from 10 a.m. to
Monday, March 3, 1969
3x4Fi.Bla-Up $7.50
president of the Hartford Trust 5 p.m. and may be reached by
A4d 50c (or tort. I Mia. tACH. No C O D.
Co.
Cherry Lawn School (Project
either the Broad Street or New
WUUtiUU
Upward Bound), Placement
SMKI Chtdc f MMMJ OnJc* tot
On a brief tour through the Britain Avenue buses. So when you
Reading fioom
PHOT® POSTER, tec.
newly-opened
structure, such have a few hours and want to see
21OE. 23rdS».,D*pl. C137
well-known names as Peter Paul some of the best art work In the
New York, N. Y. 10010
Rubens, Caravaggio, Cezanne, world wander on down to 25
Manet and Wyeth struck the eye. Atheneum Square North and enjoy
The museum broke away from it.

South Campus B Selected
To Accommodate Coeds

'Shadow'

Placement

Atheneum

the
Alchemist

Blow Yourself
Up
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LETTERS to the editor
EDITORIAL SECTION
February 25, 1969

Balance of Power
By announcing that it will appoint five students to the AD-HOC
committee on grading, the Senate has indicated that it will demand
equal representation on all t h e c o m m i t t e e s that deal with issues that
affect the lives of undergraduates. Having established this notable
precedent, the Senate should now appoint six students to the
Curriculum Committee rather than three as recommended in the final
report of the Curriculum Revision C o m m i t t e e .
Equal representation on the Curriculum Committee is of critical
importance to undergraduates. It has been pointed out that the
flexibility of the new academic structure-as well as its ability to
evolvc--will depend to a large extent upon the attitude of that
committee. Its members will be assigned the responsibility of
"evaluating any changes that may be m a d e ; receiving, exploring, and
proposing changes and innovations; and encouraging discussion of the
process of education at this College."
The issue of undergraduate representation on committees is crucial in
any discussion of the role of the s t u d e n t body in the decision making
processes
of
the
College.
As
their
exclusion
from
the
administration-faculty deliberations on the curriculum d e m o n s t r a t e d ,
students arc often frustrated in their efforts to make a real, rather than
token, impression upon the policies of the College.
In order to correct the unsatisfactory distribution of power, (he
Senate should appoint students to all College committees that deal with
problems that concern undergraduates. The n u m b e r of students on the
committees should always equal the faculty representation.

The Mead Lecture
The seminar and lecture given by Dr. George Shepperson on
Thursday were persuasive demonstrations of the fact that the American
academic community has been inexcusably myopic in its view of the
Black man's contribution to civilization. Until recently, their past was
ignored; today, many view ttic development of programs in Black
studies as merely a concession to student demands, rather than a vital
part of the curriculum of a liberal arts college.
Those who attended Dr. Sliepperson's seminar or lecture came away
impressed with the richness of the Black historical experience. His
discussion of the Black "Diaspora" caused many to realize for the first
time that Black culture has been a significant • social factor in
civilizations outside those of Africa and the United States.
As the College prepares to implement a new curriculum, it should
begin immediate pla'nning of a comprehensive program of Black studies.
Department chairmen should confer with members of the Trinity
Coalition Blacks in order to determine how course offerings might be
changed to accommodate the need for the disciplines that have been
conspicuous in their absense from the College's curriculum.

vidual offender responsible, without unnecessary intermediaries.
Obviously, if a whole organization,
such as a fraternity, is the trouble,
then one speaks first to the offiTo the Editor:
cers. But if the difficulty is due to
I recently read the TCC's state- an individual, then why all the
ment on implementing the "Prin- ho&us-pocus? Just talk to the guy.
ciples of Privacy and Corporate That usually solves the problem.
Responsibility," and I must say If not, give him a trial. But don't
the Residential Council system take back the freedom we were
struck me as an appalling example just "awarded" (as far as I am
of bureaucracy.
concerned, it was ours by humanWhy all this rigid, perpetuated ity, anyway) through useless, instructure? I'm a senior, and in termediate bureaucracy.
lour years (3 1/2) there have been
very, very few complaints, as far
Arnold Maltz '69
as I know, that the students haven't
settled among themselves. If a
man's record player is too loud,
the hockey fan
you go ask him to turn off the
machine -- not complain to the
J.A. It seems the only real com- To the Editor:
plaints, as far as I know, are
those outside the community --.
I was sitting in the Hartford
e.g. residents of Allen Place, and Arena Saturday night before the
for these people the new system start of the game. I watched the
would be ineffective, anyway. It big burly students come in. Most
would simply give the administra- of them were loud. More had bottion somewhere to place blame tles half hidden in coat pockets.
• and responsibility, immediately.
Little did I know what was to
Why saddle one, two, or three come. Having had a couple of years
students with responsibility of this of hockey experience, i have a
sort? Why not hold the offending vague idea of what the rules are.
student responsible, convene a jury I cannot say as much for the typiof his "peers" (other students, I cal Trinity hockey fan. Nor can I
would say, but this can be worked say that he has a great ability to
out if the complaint is from out- hold his tongue when the appropriside the "community"), and try the ate time comes. That Saturday
offender in this way.
night, the Trinity fans rewrote the
In other words, I feel the Resi- rules of my favorite game, Not
dential Council system really _ enough said. They went on to emserves no useful function. It only barrass their own team with their
satisfies the perennial administra- stupidity. The Trinity team made
tion wish to have some set place a fine showing, but it is safe to say
to refer a problem when it comes that the Wesleyan fans and players
up. Instead, why not hold the indi- went home with a great moral vic-

'bureaucracy'

It. is no secret that the document from which this country dates
its independence proclaimed, for
the first time in a public paper,
the fundamental proposition that
"all men are created equal" and
joined to this basic value the inherent rights of life, liberty, and
pursuit of happiness. But what of
WOMEN? Were they INTENDED to
be included in the generic term
"men," or was the author of the
Declaration and his other learned
and emancipated associates confining the term to its reference to
one sex alone? On this matter one
is free to speculate. For while
it is clear that no one thought
of making women equal in political, legal, social, and educational
rights with men. IMMEDIATELY,
there was a consciousness ot a
new spirit, a dynamic moral
principle that was expected to
lead to unexpected consequences
of further growth. For it was an
era when confidence in human capacities and pride in human reasonableness had its passionate advocates. Jefferson was one- his
good
friend Benjamin Rush
another: and Ben Franklin at that
time and in the tolerance of his
age and wisdom was a likelythird - not to mention the veritable army of less, illustrious but
far-seeing men.
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Mead Lecture
(Continued from page 1)
"Africa refused to live forever on
the borders of industrialism."
Looking at the literary side of
the movement, the Mead lecturer
observed that the works of the
Negro author Langston Hughes are
among the most widely read on
Africa.
In concluding, Dr. Shepperson
noted a gradual shift in the relationship between blacks in Africa
and America. "Negro America,"
lie observed, "now looks more to
Africa than Africa looks to them."
White Americans, he added, are
generally uninterested.

riNANCIAI. AID
The office of the Director of
1'inancial Aid reminds students
that ;ill applications for aid during
the academic year 1969-1970 are
due by March 15. Applications
materials can lie picked up at the
office.

by R. J. Reynolds
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tory as well as a well founded poor
opinion of Trinity students. A s a
parting word, let me say that with
their faults, the Trinity hockey
fan is loyal. Besides having to go
on a moderate roadie to get to
the Arena, he is quick to take
offense when a Trinity lineman
is foiled in his attempt to score.
He is also quick to take up on
an unfortunate mistake of a player
for the opposition.

A victim of male repression. Miss
Hester Prynne (Vassar 70)
campaigned for women's rights at
Trinity early last fall. "It's a.man's
world yes," the bewitching Miss
Prynne told the TRIPOD, "but
what would it be without women
like me?"

That this daring thought was
being voiced explicitly; and bv
women, is also fact - for we have
many proofs, among them a remarkable letter which Abigail
Adams wrote to her not so liberal
husband in the Continental Congress on the eve of independence
Pleading for her dependent sex'
Abigail Adams wrote; " j n the
new code of laws which "r suppose it will be necessary for you
to make, I desire you would remember the ladies and be more
generous and favorable to them
than your ancestors! Do'not put
such unlimited power into the
hands of the husbands. Remember

all men would be tyrants if they
could. If particular care and attention is not paid to the ladies,
we are determined to foment a
rebellion, and WILL NOT HOLD
OURSELVES BOUND BY ANY
LAWS IN WHICH WE HAVE NO
VOICE OR REPRESENTATION."
She concluded the appeal byreccommending the substitution of the
title of "friend" for the harsh
title of "master," and ended with
the question: "Why now put it out
of the power of the viscious and
lawless to use us with cruelty..?"
To this appeal, John Adams
banteringly replied: "As to your
extraordinary code of laws, I cannot but laugh!...your letter was
the first intimation that another ;
tribe, more numerous and powerful
than all the rest, were grown <
discontented...Depend upon it, we
know better than to repeal our
masculine systems. Although they ;
are in full force, you know they'
are little more than theory. We,
dare not exert our power in its'
fullest latitude. We are obliged
to go fair and softly, and in practices know we are the subjects." .;
To this affectionate evasion his \
loving "friend" responded: "I can- )
not say that I think you are very
generous to the ladies,.for whilst
you are...emancipating allnations,
you insist upon retaining an ab- •
solute power over your wives." ."
Then, gracefully accepting the ;
implied role, she quoted the.
couplet:
;•
"Charm by accepting, by. submitting sway,
Yet have our humor most when ;
we obey,"
Yes, its a man's world, but what
would it be without women? For,
those of you who aren't yet convinced, coeducation is a good thing,
distortion an ugly thing of the
past. After all, as the president of ;
Bard College said recently, "Women's schools were originally set
up only to prove that females could
be educated."
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THE OTHER END OF THE STICK
'Action as Symbolic Language'
I wonder, if for. one day the
inmates of the Institute of Living
and of Trinity College were to
exchange places, which group
would adjust more quickly to their
new environment. I really don't
have much of an idea of what goes
on at the Institute, but this much
I do know: the inmates are there
because the only authority they
recognize is that of their own
minds. That the professional staff
of that institution terms this kind
of
behavior "UNnatural" or
"INsane" is a matter of little importance.

On Target

by David G. Goldberg
The inmates of this institution syndrome." Through a variety of
(Trin. Sane.), however, follow a contexts during his stay at the
different pattern of authority. They College, the student learns to a s do what is EXPECTED OF THEM. sociate particular names with
It seems that one's behavior here particular faces such that by the
is as closely watched and guarded end of two years or so, any given
as the behavior of our spiritual individual student knows the proper
brothers of the neighboring insti- name for at least half of the faces
tution. That the professional staff he encounters in his wanderings
of this institution calls this be- around the campus. In the spirit
havior "education," is, however, of making his new-found knowledge
a matter of great importance. "relevant," the student feels comOne of the most curious modes pelled to greet every person he
of behavior exhibited by the Trin- can on the Long Walk, in Mather
ity inmate is the phenomenon which Hall, anywhere. The student nods,
I shall refer to as "the salutation waves or says "hello" to people

he has no knowledge of or interaction with other than nodding, waving
Such behavior is easily lifted
into the classroom. Education becomes a marvelously abstract
game, non-self-oriented, more
like a form of salutation than inquisitive, and is thus, In the long
run, pleasantly boring. And it keeps
you out of the draft.
So, what IS "education"? It is
more a process of EXPLORATION
than ACCUMULATION. Christopher Columbus appealed several
times in vain to King Ferdinand
and Queen Isabella, trying to convince them of the nobility of his
ambition (and of course, to convince them to finance his undertaking). He fought against their
traditional beliefs, describing the
world as ROUND (they laughed);
no doubt he paced anxiously before
the throne, his long hair falling
by Alan Marchisotto
into his face, as he tried to conrooted is Dean Tomat. He will Trinity still had a three year re- vey to the sovereigns the urgency
be moved into the quad as soon quirement and bristled at the of his quest: he wanted to SEE if
as negotiations are completed with thought of lowering it. And so the world was REALLY the way
Psi U for the purchase.of their the search continued. A number the new philosophers and scienstriped tent. In the meantime, he is of people expressed the hope that tists described it. The King and
operating out of his car which is the Board would join the Alumni Queen only responded with blank
parked illegally in front of Mather Office in exile. The Trustees faces, and turned their attention
Hall. He will be joined on the quad seemed disinclined, however, to to more important business (the
by two newly created administra- entertain suggestions and some latest progress reports on the
tors—the Dean of Agriculture and members angrily threatened to inquisition,, perhaps).
Campus Beauty, and the Associate sit in at the President's new ofOne day it occurred to Columbus
Dean of Animal Life, who will fice until he gave it back. Just
share a tree house. The lucky tree as things were threatening to to cloak his dream in more appealcome to a head, Dean Fuller un- ing language. He returned to the
has not yet been selected.
royal palace and suggested that, if
In keeping with the Administra- veiled his Grand Plan #473 which, the
theories he subscribed in were
tion's new policy towards the by virtue of its characteristic bril- true, then he might discover a more
alumni, it was announced that Mr. liance, proved to be irresistable. direct trade route to the Orient,
Mason and his staff had been Under its terms, the Art Depart- a discovery which would yield unmoved to an abandoned warehouse ment is going to put all of its imaginably great benefits to the
in Saskatchewan. Not suprisingly, outdoor masterpieces together to Spanish Crown. This captured the
a lean-to which will be susthey will be right next door to the form
pended in a huge psychedelic plas- regal imagination of Isabella, who,
new Trinity College Student Senate tic sphere between Downes Memo- straightening herself up in the
Building. •
rial and the chapel. Thus, the throne, granted him not one but
Trustees will be provided with a three ships,, and sent him on his
Great mystery, however, has meeting place which will allow way.
surrounded the plans for a-new them to look into their old room
meeting room for the Trustees. and pretend they're there. More
I can't help but think that for
Two sites were immediately con- importantly, however, Dr. Fuller Columbus, as he set out onto the
sidered. The state armory, in stressed that the new structure will dark uncharted sea, this was more
beautiful downtown Hartford, was update the quad, which he labelled of an exploratory than a commerrejected because, although easy to "a dangerous anachronism." What cial venture. Not so for the crew
defend, Us selection would de- is more, the sphere will be rele- of his ships: out of fear of what
prive the Trustees of their once vant as present plans call for it they did not know, they were ready
a year opportunity to visit the to be painted exactly 11% black. to mutiny, hardly out of sight of
campus. The chapel was also re- Thus, in one bold sweep, three the New World. (But it is explorjected because of the obvious sym- potential trouble areas have been, ers, and not sailors, whom we make
heroes of and remember in hisbolism involved. The physical edu- eliminated.
tory.) Not so for the Spanish crown
cation department offered the
The changes that I have out- either; the initial reaction to
Board the use of the swimming
pool gallery in return for a lined above are by no means the Columbus' voyage was to call it a
guaranteed two year gym require- only ones taking place. A com- failure; he did not in fact discover
ment. Due to a misunderstanding, plete list will be supplied to the a more direct trade route to the
however, this alternative was also students and faculty by the newly Orient, but instead he found a wildrejected. The Trustees, it seems, appointed Dean of Office Changes erness occupied by savages living
in gentle anarchy. (It didn't take.
were under the impression that sometime next month.

Has Amjmme Seem My Office
In order to confer emphasis on
the newly announced reorganization of the Administration, the
College community is soon to be
treated to a little exercise which,
for want of a term, might be called
musical offices. Presumably, present office space cannot av. •
comodate the exalted titles which
have been conferred on so many
persons. The most important move
centers around the President, who
is moving from his present corner
office to the present Trustee room
in Downes Memorial. The official
reason given is that the President's grandiose plans for the College demand grandiose surroundings for their author. The room is
already being redone in Louise XIV
style. The first addition, a plaque
with the inscription "l'ecole c'est
moi" has already been installed.
This
reporter, however, has
learned that there is another resson for the move, Downes Tower .
has, according to occasionally reliable sources, been transformed
Into a space ship which, at the first
sign of campus unrest, will blast
into a ten year orbit of the moon.
Accordingly, a violent student
demonstration is being planned for
tomorrow afternoon.
Moving into the President's old
quarters will be Dean Fuller. Reports that he plans to replace
Bishop Brow-iCll's portrait with a
flashing neon picture of Andy Warhol topped by a pair of bronzed
hush puppies remains unconfirmed. His old office is being
preserved as a shrine to progress
and enlightenment. Also being up-
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long for enlightened European
civilization to catch on to the worth
of Columbus' discovery. The rest
is history.)
Would Columbus have journeyed
out onto an uncharted sea — a sea
which men believed to be the home
of terrible monsters, the edge of
which was like a waterfall where
everything spilled over - - would
Columbus have left the secure land
of his home had he not been possessed by a dream, a vision (obscured as it was), a doubt in. the
existing myths of the day? I doubt
it.
So what IS education? Education involves answers. The most
valuable answers are those which
follow questions, and the most
valuable of those are the answers
discovered by the questioner. But
education is not simply answers.
Knowledge
Is comprised of
answers, but education falls between the questions and the
answers. The "relevant education," then, is not one which the
professor HANDS the student a
collection of "relevant" answers.
Relevance is a dynamic system
which includes the student, his
questions and the means he chooses
to satisfy his quest.
Education is not boring. TRAINING is boring. The words of Kierkegaard's Aesthete come to mind
(form EITHER/OR):
"All men are bores. . .Those
who bore others are the mob,
the crowd, the infinite multitude of men in general. Those
who bore themselves are the
elect, the aristocrasy; and it
is a curious fact that those
do not bore themselves usually bore others, while those
who bore themselves usually
entertain others."
Despite the breadth of his vision,
the Aesthetic man had limited ambitions, in addition to beingahopeless aristocrat.
Since Ambiguity is the cousin
of Irony, perhaps I should be more
explicit. Trinity College is in dire
need of a forward-looking educational philosophy. Rather than trying to "keep up with the times"
it should be trying to shape the
future. Don't tell me to look for it
in the new curriculum. Grantlngall
the best intentions of the Curriculum Revision Committee, it is
hardly visionary. We spend too
much time at Trinity comparing
ourselves to other small New England colleges and to our past.
(Continued on page 6)
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THIS WEEK
f-r-f-

(Ed. Note: Beginning this week, Noon - The Eucharist; Chapel
the TRIPOD will print a full 3:00 p.m. Varsity Squash; Wesleyan; Home
calendar of campus events and
3:00
p.m.; Freshman Squash; Wesexhibits, in each Tuesday edition.)
leyan; Away
4:00 p.m. S.D.S. Speaker: Paul
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25
Hartley, NDEA Fellow in Social
Science, Syracuse University;
10:50 p.m. Mead Lecture in HisAlumni Lounge
tory, Lord Kinross, "Suez"; McCook Auditorium
4:15 p.m. , Long Range Planning
Committee; High Rise Lounge
4:00 p.m. Crown Investment
7:00 p.m. The Faculty of EconoLeague; Alumni Loung-e
mics of Trinity College invites
7:00 p.m. Instrumental Rehearsal;
all Senior and Junior Majors in
Garmany Hall
Economics, and all prospective
7:30 p.m. Trinity Coalition Of
Majors in Economics to attend a
Blacks; Alumni Lounge
meeting to be held in Wean
7:30 p.m. Varsity Swimming;
Lounge to discuss the implicaTufts; Home
tions of the New Curriculum for
8:15 p.m. Varsity Baketball; Westhe Department of Economics
leyan; Home
and prospective course offerings
10:00 p.m. Compline; Chapel
for the academic year 1969-1970
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26
7:30 p.m. Fencing, Holy Cross;

The Other End of the Stick
(Continued from page 5)
Viewed that way, the new curricu- of truly independent learning. The
lum may appear progressive. It teacher should be there to offer
is another example of change at suggestions in his field of experTrinity, change guided almost en- tise, to suggest to the students
tirely by external factors. Coedu- what tools he thinks might be helpcation has come to Trinity because ful to the student, and to offer an
Trinity doesn't want to fall behind '•intelligent ear to the student's findin its competition with other insti- | ings. Rigidly enforced deadlines
tutions, which think in the same j (c.f., the new calendar) also belie
way. The admission of more Black the nature of the educational prostudents and the hiring of a Black ' cess. Grades divert the goal of
admissions officer are responses true study. Over-institutionalized
to external pressures.
independent study can only foster
mediocre thinking.
The new curriculum exhibits a
Likewise with the new curriculum: it is a response to various distrust in the ability of the stuexternal pressures, a defensive dents to successfully embark on a
reaction in the College's fight for quest of their own. It perpetuates
survival. Interdepartmental stud- a climate in which the student is
ies, semester off campus, inde- dependent on others for the conpendent study are all very attrac- tent'of his "education." If the Coltive features. But how independent lege truly desires to become an
is the student under the proposed educational institution rather than
program? The teacher as an a traihingschool, it needs to broadauthority figure can get in the way en its vision.

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
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Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Wit! Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

Washington Room, Mather Hall
8:30 p.m. Chess Club; Boardman
Hall - room 214
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28
Winter Weekend; Mather Hall
4:00 p.m. Long Range Planning
Committee; Trustee Room
8:15 p.m. Jester performance "The
Alchemist" by Ben Jonson,
Goodwin Theater, A.A.C.
9:00 p.m. Dance, Washington
Room, Mather Hall
SUNDAY, MARCH 1
3:00 p.m. Concert: John Hammond
Trio, David Steinberg. The Trinidads, Washington Room, Mather
Hall
8:00 p.m. Film Series - McCook
Auditorium
8:15 p.m. Jesters performance;
"The Alchemist" by Ben Jonson, Goodwin Theater, A.A.C.

c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington,. D.C. 20008

but never equaled.
Hair Stylists - Men
Hair Straightening
Razor Cuts

12220 Broad St.
1 Block North of Vernon
Satisfaction Guaranteed

tel.-249-5611
Marion's

ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave.,
Hartford

Luncheo nette

"Ceil before you leave
the Campus"

Over the Rocks
Good Things to Eat

Phone 247-0234
Mon. - Thur. 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Sun.- 12a.m. - 11 p.m.

6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Weekdays
Open Sunday 9 - 2 p.m. 5 - 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, MARCH 2
10:30 a.m. The Eucharist; The
Chapel
1:15 p.m. Newman Apostolate
Mass; Alumni Lounge
5:00 p.m. College Vespers, The
Reverend Earl Brill, Chaplain
The
American
University,
Washington, D.C.
8:00 p.m. Classic Film Series;
McCook Auditorium
8:15 p.m. Jesters performance,
"The Alchemist" Goodwin Theater, A.A.C.
MONDAY, MARCH 3
4:00 p.m. Informal
Meeting;
President Lockwood with students, Wean Lounge
7:30 p.m. Glee Club Rehearsal;
Garmany Hall
8:15 p.m. Fine Arts Film Series, "Art and the University";
Room 320, A.A.C. Graphic Design at Yale.
8:15 Jesters performance; "The
Alchemist": Goodwin Theater
A.A.C.
EXHIBITS
Austin Arts Center;
Trinity
Faculty Art Exhibit
College
Library;
Africa to
America, an Experience

Sunday March 2 — 1:00 - 3:30
p.m.; "Kaleidoscope P.M." Joey
Adams, actor, comedian, Rolande Valdes-Biain, Classical
guitarist.

Diamond Rings
Starting At $50
BIG CASH DISCOUNTS
TO TRINITY STUDENTS

College Relations Director

COLUECE
BARBER
Shop

Service often imitated

WRTC - FM

One Day Service

Hilton Hotel
Barber Shop

Keepsake
Diamond Rings

Perfect syr
of t h e l o v e you

Being with each other, doing things t o g e t h e r . . . knowing that your affection is growing into precious and
enduring love. Happily, all these cherished moments
will be forever symbolized by your diamond engagement
ring. If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag,,
you are assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond is flawless, of superb color,
and precise modern cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler will
assist you in making your selection . . . He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers." Rings from $100 to $10,000.
Illustrations enlarged to show detail'Trade-mark reg.
A. H-. Pond Co., Inc., Est. 1892.

Please send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:
Name:___
Address:.

INSTANT SERVICE
REGISTERED
Watch Repair-Complete
Overhaul $7.95 up

WeVe holding
the cards.
Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
where and when you stay.
And the Student I.D, card is free to begin with,
Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a
good place.

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns
Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns. A Worldwide Service of i IT

HELFGOTT
JEWELERS
40 Asylum St. Hartford
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
£!!«?! SH w
I t * 2,?"pa9e b o o k l e t - " H o w T o Plan Your Engageeddin

™i«*£ ^
9i"
and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
Nama.
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i

Address

Credit if it's good

-

City.
State

____yin
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TRINITY TRIPOD

Shultsmem Divide Pair
by Paul Sachner

Sqiiashmen Take Third Straight,
Clobber Stony Brook 9-0

The Trinity squash team roll- was a laugher, it wasn't all that
Mike Ramseur, playing sixth and
wound up with 13, while Thorn ed to its third straight victory easy. Four of the nine Trinity
seventh respectively, also lost
picked up only 5 against the de- Saturday, blanking Stony Brook players lost their first game betheir opening games. Knapp won
9-0 on the Trinity courts. Earlier fore rallying to win.
fensive-minded Bantams.
9-15, 15-12, 15-3, 15-4, while
Outstanding in the win was Joe in the week, on Wednesday, the
Ramseur triumphed 12-15, 15-7,
Top man Pete Wiles was beaten
Pantalone who gave one of the sea- Dathmen beat Amherst 6-3.
15-8, 15-9.
15-14 in the opener, but came
son's best performances. "Hawk"
They meet Wesleyan tomorrow back to take the next three by
Easy winners for Trinity were
completely took charge of things and entertain Brown Thursday to 15-7, 15-14, 15-11. Number three
Captain Mike Beautyman, Pete
with 22 rebounds while tossing in end the regular season.
Bob Harrity lost his first 13-15,
Campbell, Norm Hannay, Nick
21 points. Time after time, he
Although the Stony Brook score but bounced back to win 15-8, Booth, and Chuck Fenwick.
converted offensive bounds into makes
k
th match
t
the
sound as if it 17-7, 15-6. Spencer Knapp and
Wednesday's match at Amherst
buckets as he led Trin to a 66-54
was an equally difficult one for
edge off the boards. Jack Godfrey
Trinity. Two of Trin's top three
turned in his best season game
players were beaten, but the bottom
with 18 points to follow Pantalone,
of the order provided the margin
while Howie Greenblatt, Larry Duof victory.
pont, and Gene Newell followed with
Pete Wiles was Trinity's only
15, 14, and 10 points respectively
by Michael Gilboy
winner
of the top three. He
in the balanced attack. Dupont also
triumphed by scores of 15-13,
chipped in 14 rebounds,
time,
the
Cadets
stormed
back,
but
Sam Merrill is becoming a hated
15-10, 9-15, and 15-10. Campbell,
"We were not beaten by officiating name among the Coast Guard the starters returned, and behind
playing fourth, was victorious in
the hot shooting of Merrill, estabthree games. He won 15-9, 15-9,
but by turnovers." This was Shult's Freshman basketball squad.
He first established his reputa- lished a 22 point bulge which left
15-6.
consensus
following the surlittle
uncertainty
about
the
eventual
tion
by
sinking
a
last
minute
lay-up
prisingly close 105-95 loss to UHar
Fifth man Norm Hannay came
outcome.
With
several
minutes
r
e
before a packed house at the uptown to give 'Trinity an 88-86 victory
up with a triumph in four games,
campus, "We had good team of- in the first seasonal meeting of the maining, the reserves reentered,
of 15-7, 15-8, 9-15,
fense, but not enough defense, al- two schools. Last Thursday he and the game ended with the score by scores
18-17. Both Knapp and Ramthough it was four costly turnovers further enhanc ed his image with the Trinity 74 - Coast Guard 57. and
Other high scorers for the Ban- seur had relatively easy matches
at the end of the game which may revenge minded Cadets by playing
Knapp triumphed by 15-7,'
have cost us a win. The U of H an excellent game, and leading all tams were: Floyd, and Nichols who again.
15-10, and 15-11, while Ramseur
win clinches the city title for the scorers with 19 points, as the Ban- had 15 each, and McGuirk who had also
took only three games to win
Hawks, and ups the Hartford lead, tams also took the return engage- 13. Rome was high for the Cadets
15-12,
15-10, 15-12.
;
ment
74-57
in
Alumni
Memorial
with
14,
and
scoring
ace
Duirk
to 5-2 in the'' series, ..including
fieldhouse.
Nick
Booth, playing- ninth came
Youngwas
held
to
6
points.
wins in the last threeyears; ;;, •'..•. ..
up with the toughest victory. After
In action last Saturday, the Frosh
UHar led throughout the contest, : Trinity took the opening tip, and
losing the first 8-15, he rallied
but. not by much as the Bants immediately established their dropped a close contest to the Uniback to win three hard fought
trailed by three at the: half- 51- dominance with a big lead. Coast versity of Hartford Freshmen
games 18-17, 15-12, and 15-11.
48, and just two with 10 minutes Guard was held nearly scoreless 95-89. The UHar squad took an
Playing an exhibition match at
gone in the second half, 77-75. by the tight man-to-man Bantam earlv lead, and time ran out before
tenth, Fenwick took five-games to
the Bantams could come back, John
It was at this point in the frenzied defense.
Three of Trinity's rebounders, Jim affair that Hartford tallied 28 to
Guards Dave Nichols' and Al DuFault of UHar was leading win 3-2.
The College tournament should
Wolcott (24), Larry DuPont (31), Trin's 20 to finally pull away from Floyd were responsible for much scorer with 37 points. Topscorers
for the Bantams were Tom
conclude this week. Spencer Knapp
and Joe Pantalone have played the underdog' Bantams in the of the Trinity scoring in the first McGuirk with 27, Al Floyd with
will meet Pete Wiles in the finals.
Hawks' 17th win in 22 contests. half, hitting on both outside shots
prominent roles on the Bantams
The tournament included all
Game scoring honors went to from the offensive pattern, and on 18, and Sam Merrill with 16.
this year.
(Peter Devlne)
Howie Greenblatt of Trin with 27, hard-driving fast breaks. TomMc- . The Frosh record is now 5 wins members of the varsity and frosh
teams.
it was U of H's Ken Gwozdz Guirk also contributed from under- and C losses.
The Coast Guard affair was a but
who set the house on fire, with neath.
r
rough one, with aggressive play his 23 tallies and 16 rebounds.
Mid-way through the half, with a
by both teams leading to numerous He. .was matched by Joe Pantafouls, both offensively and defen--; lone with .his 23. Greg Shepard lead of 15 points, Coach Wilson
sivei'y. as well as a pair of brief also had a good night in another sent in the reserves, to give the
scuffles
in the game's hectic balanced Trinity effort with 16, starters a rest, and make the game
waning minutes. Trinity was never while Gene Newell rounded out more equitable. At this, the Cadet
squad rallied, and gradually whitbehind in the skirmish, as Robie the Bantam scoring with 10.
tled down the Trinity lead. With
Shult's charges took quarter leads
only a little time remaining the
by Vic Haas
of 24-15, 42-35, and 70-62,
The Hilltoppers will attempt to starters were sent back in to r e The Trln performance against close a rather dismal season on verse the trend. At halftime the
"We went from a forfeit at could garner a big win tonight
the Cadets was undoubedly one of a successful note this week with Scoreboard read: Trinity 39 against Tufts.
Bowdoin
to two teams in the relay.
three
contests.
Tuesday
finds
Wesits best all season,. as the BanCoast Guard 29.
The
revitalized
swimmers
How's
that
for
power
in
numbers,"
leyan
.
invading
the,
field
house
in
tams wereL hot, from the' floor
started off with a victory in the
Trinity opened the second half beamed swim Coach Bob "Rabbit"
and under the basket,
Shults the rubber match of "the season
opening relay event. Venerable
a sagging zone defense that Slaughter, after the team had just
praised his club for its "good between the Bants and Cards. with
Mike Wright, Art Ross, Chris
left only the outside open to the been beaten by Union 53-42.
Thursday,
it
will
beBrandeis,
with
team hustle," as well as Trin's
• Knight and newcomer Seth MerrlCadets. Sam Merrill sparked the
Yes,
BEATEN
AGAIN.
But
when
Saturday
night
seeing-.Trinityhoststopping of Dave DuBois and Bob .
man churned a 4:07.9 to take the
ing perennially strong Amherst in Bantams in this half, playingin both the last meet had to be forfeited
Thorn of Coast Guard, both of
medley event. The best the blue
the fore and back courts, and doing bacause there were too few swimthe
big
season
closer.
whom average in the 20's. DuBois
and gold could do in the next two
much of the scoring on fast breaks. mers to compete, Slaughter had
events vtere SL third in the 200
Coast Guard demonstrated a de- every right to smile, after seeing
freestyle by Captain Doug Watts
cided lack of finesse throughout the his team come as close as they
and a second in the 50 freestyle
whole game, committing many have to victory since early Decemby Mark Hastings, another recruit.
fundamental errors, and a number ber.
Sophomore Ward Godsall, swimof fouls. Their playing" style was a
Slaughter,
under
fire
by
many
IFYOI
ming in one of his better events,
rough one, and at several points for not working his . team (hard
won the 200 I.M. to bring the
the game became almost literally, enough), in practices, recruited
score as close as it was to get,
"hard fought."
several old hands from last year's
18-16 in favor of Union.
The reserves again saw action in '•' team. And with most of these r e The resulting slump in diving,
this half,, .both mid-way through, juvinated mothballers out for the
the 200 butterfly, and the 200 backand at the end.. While in the first team for only a few days, the team
stroke proved to be insurmountable, however, as union scored
24 points to our 3 in those events.
Wright and John Nottman took
second and third in the 100 freestyle, and Watts and Bob Hurst
did the same in the 500 freestyle
to slow down the Union blitz, bemi MOKK WEKKW THIS SI'.UJItiK.
DINNER and RESTAURANT
fore Knight and Bill Thompson and
the 400 free relay team exploded
175 Washington Street
for 15 points in the last two events.
Knight and Thompson took first
OFFERS IT!
and second in the200breaststroke,
while the relay team of Hastings,
CAMPUS
Serving Trinity for Over 20 Years
Wright, Merriman and newcomer
INTERVIEW
Pete Dodd garnered the second
Open 6 ci.m. to 1 a.m. — Every Day.
relay win of the day for Trinity
114/338.
One of the highest paying of sion. (3) Be in B°°d physical
condition. No experience necesall summer jobs
Slaughter was obviously pleased
Many students working f u l l sary. Work is easily learned . . .
with the team, although the result
and
everything
you
need
to
sucsummer averaged above $125
did add another loss to the team's
SENIORS
weekly. One out of three made ceed is supplied, free. You're
already dismal 1-6 record. The
$133 or more weekly. One out youc own boss . . . work in the
Teaching opportunities for
performance of those just out for
of four made $139 or more open where people have been
the team forecast happier things
beginners
in
private
buyingGOOD HUMORforyears.
weekly.
ahead, however.
Sign up now for interview
independent
schools.
How to qualify for interview
Tonight the team duals the Tufts
(1) Minimum age 18. (2) Need See your Summer Placement
Education
courses
not
team from Medford, Massachusetvalid driver's license and be Director or Student Aid Officer
prerequisite.
able to drive clutch transmis- now.
ts at 7:30. Why not come down to
the fieldhouse a little, early and get
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER (M/F)
SCHOOL SERVICE BUREAU
your voice in shape for the Wesleyan game. I know a dozen guys
Post Office Box 278 K
who'd appreciate it, and maybe,
Windsor, Connecticut
just maybe, they'll show you the
form of a winning swim team!
They said It couldn't be done but
the Trin. hoopsters did it; they
won last week for their
first
victory in almost a month of play.
The big win came on Thursday
at the field house in a 91-71
romp over hapless Coast Guard.
Ironically enough, it was against
the same Coasties back on Jan.
20 that the Bantams had picked
up their last win.
However, faithful fans of the
roundball sport at Trinity knew the
spell would be broken, and it was
Saturday night as the Hilltoppers
went crosstown, only to lose to
the University of Hartford, 10595, to complete the week with a
6-12.season mark.

Dribblers Tip Cadets;
Lose to Hartford 95-89

Rejuvenated Swimmers
Fall-But Barely-to Union

00

125

ood Humor
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Bantam Skaters Slaughter Wesleyan
To Finish Excellent 8-3-1 Season
when Trinity was able to score only
twice, the Bantams came back in
the third to bring the game and the
season to a dizzying climax as they
tallied nine times.
With three and a half minutes
to go, Coach Ra.y Batson put all
the seniors into the game. They
responded in heroic fashion, scoring three goals in two minutes to
end their careers in a proverbial
blaze of glory. Despite the loss of
such stellar performers as Marckwald, Barkhausen, Paul Bushueff,
Skip Hastings and Peter Chick
through graduation, next season's

Season's Story:
Text By
Shawn ODonnell
Photos By
Pete Devme
outlook is anything but bleak. A
plethora of young stars studs the
hookey scene. Sophomore lineman
Scott Phillips, defensive aces John
Milliken andSpike Birmingham and
goalie Sheldon Crosby will return
next year. Accompanying them will
be promising freshmen Tom Savage and Alex MacDonald who did
not play much because of an injured leg.
Barkhausen and Marckwald each Sumner Smith, '72, congratulates John Milliken who had just scored a
Number 10 for the Trinity Icemen, Scott Phillips, has accounted for
scored sixteen goals this year.
goal from the blue line. Milliken was an important part of the Trinity
eighteen points this season, scoring two goals in Saturday's match with However, Henry was the overall
defense this season.
Wesleyan.
scoring leader as he has twelve
assists, including four against
Wesleyan, to Marckwald's eight
The usual combination of a
Sumner Smith, Clif McFeely and :
sizzling offense and a stern dethe
unheralded Paul BushueffJc- \
fense propelled the Trinity hockey
cording to Captain Marckwald, j
team to a resounding 16-3 win over
Bushueff, who was a high scorer ;
Wesleyan last Saturday in the seain years past, devoted himself (o j __
son's finale.
setting up the other linemen for |
It was the second time this year
their shots on the opponent's goal, y
that the Bantams have thrashed the
His deft but often unnoticed stick- ^
Cardinals. Trinity's final record
work was indispensable to the F
is 8-3-1.
attack.
1
Captain Kirk Marckwald exGoalies Sheldon Crosby andSkip f
pressed his delight at the way the
season had gone, saying that the
Hastings each played half of tt«,"
only real disappointment was the
game. Actually, Trinity's over-1,
tie game with MIT which came just
powering offense kept Wesleyan;
after a convincing Bantam victory
from launching any attack, The '
over the Engineers. oThe HillCardinals could only peck away
toppers won their last five games
ineffectually
and sporadically
of the year in most impressive
at the Bantam goal. Crosby's pW
fashion. They beat Rutgers,
in the nets was particularly praiseavenged an earlier defeat by New
worthy since he had not lay*
Haven College and whitewashed
there until this year.
Quinnipiac Just before the WesleMuch of the success of tl"s
yan massacre.
year's team can be attributed to
Trinity had no trouble at all
the able leadership of Coach Ray
with the Cardinals. Kirk MarckBatson. He accomplished the often
wald's sensational five goal perdifficult task of welding a group™
formance plus hat tricks by Henry
talented individuals into a smootM
Barkhausen and sophomore Scott
functioning unit. Also, the team
Phillips made the match a fiasco >
statistician, Mr. Fred MacCou
for Wesleyan. The Bantams broke.
must be commended for his <PC»
the game wide open in the first'
and accurate pencil work d *
period by scoring five goals. After Seniors Henry "Smiley" Barkhausen and Captain Kirk Marckwald work
the often hectic season.
together to score one of the sixteen
a brief lull in the second period goals scored against the Cardinals from Middletown.
It wa.'s a memorable year.
for a grand total of twenty-eight
points in twelve games. Following
these two seniors was sophomore
Scott Phillips who accounted for
eighteen points. Phillips will be the
nucleus of next year's line. Other
promising linemen include Peter
Lawrence, Clif McFeely and John
Kiley. They should make the absence of tins year's two big offensive standouts easier to bear.
Among the other Bantams who
scored against Wesleyan were
Goaile Sheldon Crosby, in the left
photo, playing his first year in
that position did na outstanding
job this year in staving off the
competitions goals. Scott Phillips,
right, who will most likely form
the nucleus of next year's line, is
here about to score one of his two
goals in the Wesleyan game.

